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Senses-Breath-Thoughts-Concerns Modular Meditation 
 
The following script is my adaptation from a Friends (Quaker) script.  They call it the Inner Light Meditation. 
 
I call it a Modular Meditation because I pick and choose.  I most often omit the Thoughts and Real Concerns 
sections entirely, but sometimes offer it to girls 11/12+.  I choose Touch, Breath and/or Sounds and 
sandwich them between Preparation and Returning.  The entire meditation is a good choice for a Dads’ 
Gathering.  To me, it’s a little stiff for a women’s circle. 
 
Enjoy!  ~ Katharine 
 
Preparation 

Take a moment to settle the body — adopt a comfortable position — relax — close your eyes — relax your 

face — your shoulders — your abdomen — relax any areas you tend to hold tight — feel your whole body 

settling — softening — spine straight — head balanced at the top of the spine — chest open — belly soft. 

Be aware of the shape of the body in the chair, like a mountain – solid, stable, rooted and still … 

Touch 

Focus on the sense of touch — feel the contact of the body in the chair — pressure of body against chair – 

be aware of the sense of touch, the skin and the witness — feel contact of feet with floor — pressure of 

legs on chair — hips — upper body — hands — arms — back — head — feel all contact points — feel your 

whole body supported … 

Become aware of touch of clothes against the skin – feel the different pressure and texture — start at the 

feet — feel your socks or tights against the feet — toes — up to ankles — feel the touch of clothes against 

your calves — shins — knees — thighs — inside & outside — front & back — all around the thighs — 

between your legs — your hips — butt — lower back —  belly — waist — solar plexus — sense the touch of 

clothes against the skin — continue awareness up the trunk — middle and upper back — chest — armpits 

— down the inside of each arm — wrists — hands — arms — up the outside of arms —to your shoulders — 

tops of shoulders — neck – head … 

Feel jewelry against the skin — different pressure of jewelry against the skin … 

Feel the hair against exposed skin — fine hairs of skin — on face — neck — exposed skin … 

Feel the eyelids rest against the eyes — upper eyelid against lower eyelid — feel upper lip against lower lip 

— inside of lips & cheeks against teeth and gums — tongue resting inside mouth … 

Breath 

Become aware of the breath in the nostrils — feeling of the breath — coolness as the breath comes into the 

body — warmth of the breath going out of the body … 

Move your awareness through all the different touch sensations — move randomly from one to another — 

saturate your awareness in the experience of touch — awareness of touch … 
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Sounds 

Now leave that and move to sounds – focus on the sense of hearing. Find sounds — any sounds — move 

out in any direction — near and far — soft and loud — continuous sounds — without needing to know what 

they are — be aware that there are three parts to each sound: the sound itself, your ears and you, the 

witness — move from one sound to another — use each sound as a stepping stone to reach another sound 

— you can move quite quickly from one sound to another, find a sound, move on to another — awareness 

of sounds … 

And if you’re not listening, what is it that’s carried you away – is it a thought or a feeling? 

Now, leave the sounds and bring your awareness back to your body.  Then to your nostrils, and tune into 

the sensation of your the breath as it passes in and out of your nostrils … 

Breath (Smell and Taste) 

Let your body breathe as it wants to — but remain a witness — observe each breath — awareness of every 

breath in the nostrils — notice any smells as you breathe in – notice any lingering tastes in the mouth … 

Thoughts 

Allow thoughts to come to mind — don’t choose any thought in particular — just watch as a witness, 

whatever your mind wants to do — watch thoughts come — watch them go — let your awareness move 

from one thought to the next — like a passing parade — allow all the thoughts to come — any thoughts – 

don’t judge them — don’t favour gso-called good thoughts and reject so-called bad thoughts — don’t judge 

them or get involved with them – just watch them as a witness – if there is a persistent thought, 

acknowledge it then let it go – you will return to it later … 

If there appears to be no thoughts, come back to the breath, and observe each breath as it comes and goes 

until a thought arises — follow the thoughts like clouds in the sky — think: ‘I am the observer of thoughts’ 

… 

Real Concerns 

And now, in this receptive state of mind, let the real concerns of your life emerge. Ask yourself, ‘What is 

really going on in my life?’ 

Do not try to answer the question — let the answer come. 

You can be specific: ‘What is happening in my relationships, my work, my Meeting, in my own heart and 

mind?’ And more specifically still: ‘Is there anything here that makes me feel uncomfortable, uneasy?’ 

As we gradually become aware of these things, we are beginning to experience the light. 

[Pause for a minute] 

Now focus on one issue that presents itself, one thing that gives you a sense of unease — try to get a sense 

of this thing as a whole — deep down you know what it is all about, but you don’t normally allow yourself 
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to take it all in and absorb the reality of it — now is the time to do so. 

You don’t have to get involved in it again or get entangled with the feelings around it — keep a little 

distance, so that you can see it clearly — let the light show you what is really going on. 

Ask yourself, ‘What is it about this thing that makes me feel uncomfortable?’ Let the answer come. And 

when it does, let a word or image also come that says what it’s really like, this thing that concerns me. 

[Pause for a minute] 

Now ask yourself, ‘what makes it like that’. Don’t try to explain it — wait in the light till you can see what it 

is — let the full truth reveal itself, or as much truth as you are able to take at this moment — the answer 

will come. 

[Pause for a minute] 

When the answer comes, welcome it. It may be painful or difficult to believe with your normal conscious 

mind, but if it is the truth you will recognize it immediately. You will realise that it is something that you 

need to know. Trust the light. Say yes to it. It will show you new possibilities. It will show you the way 

through. Accept the answer and let its truth pervade your whole being. 

[Pause for a minute] 

As soon as you accept what is being revealed to you, you will begin to feel different. Accepting the truth 

about yourself is like making peace with yourself. Something is being resolved. If none of this seems to have 

happened, do not worry. It may take longer. Notice how far you have got this time and pick it up on 

another occasion. 

In any case, this is a process we do well to go through again and again, so that we can continue to grow and 

become more like the people we are meant to be. 

[Pause for a minute] 

 

Returning 

And now, look into the space behind your closed eyes — the space behind closed eyes is the inner space 

where insights arise — spend a little time watching that space — without expectations — for anything that 

might come up … 

[Pause for a minute] 

Now bring your awareness back to the breath in the nostrils — develop your awareness of body sensations 

— be aware of your whole body, top to toe — feel the position in which you are sitting — be aware of your 

surroundings — the sounds, the movements, the smells — aware of your body and your surroundings … 

Finish with three deeps breaths – breathe a little deeper than usual — enjoy each breath … 

Now, keeping your eyes closed, take off your glasses and put them on the table — rub your hands together 

to create some heat — then hold your hands against your closed eyes and let the heat warm your eyes and 
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the muscles around the eyes – then, without moving your hands, open your eyes inside your palms — 

gradually bring your hands down and let the light into your eyes — the meditation is now complete. 

 
Sources: 
 
Sure Ways to Self-Realization. Swami Satyananda Saraswati. Yoga Publications Trust. Bihar, India. (2006). 
 
Seeing, Hearing, Knowing: Reflections on Experiment with Light. Edited by John Lampen. William Sessions. 
York. 2008. www.experiment-with-light.org.uk/ 
 

Sheffield Quakers: http://www.sheffieldquakers.org.uk/inner-light-meditation-script 
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